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Meanwhile Use at 114-118 Lower Marsh  

Invitation to Tender 

 

Summary  

1. Lambeth Council are seeking tenders from organisations to bring forward an exciting 

meanwhile space opportunity at 114-118 Lower Marsh, Waterloo. The meanwhile space 

opportunity is available for 2 years before the site is redeveloped.  

 

2. This brief sets out: 

 Context and further information about the opportunity. 

 The tender process and next steps. 

Context 

Waterloo and Lower Marsh  

3. Waterloo is many things; an internationally recognised centre of culture, a prominent visitor 

destination, a strategic gateway and transport hub and a major business district. The area is 

home to major employers and institutions including Shell, ITV, Ogilvy and Mather, The 

Southbank Centre, The National Theatre, Kings College, Guys and St Thomas Hospital, and 

Park Plaza.  

4. Importantly, Waterloo is also home to a diverse residential community of over ten thousand 

people. Located in Bishops ward, 80% of residents are of working age, with many born 

outside the UK. It has the highest proportion of Asian residents in the borough. It has the 

highest number of jobs and the highest employment per head of resident working age 

population. Housing tenure is similar to the borough as a whole – 21% home owners, 42% 

Social rented, 34% private rented. Although the riverside areas are affluent, household 

income in most of the rest of the ward is comparable with the borough as a whole. 

5. The area is currently undergoing an exciting period of growth and change. The council and 

its partners have initiated a wide range of projects aimed at creating ‘a world class place’. 

Recent years have seen much positive progress. Major sites such as the Shell Centre and 

Elizabeth House have been given planning permissions. These will create an anticipated 

15,000 new jobs and deliver a host of other benefits. Many public realm and transport 

projects have begun and the two Business Improvement Districts (BIDs)1 operating in 

Waterloo have supported a number of independent businesses to open up here.  

6. Network Rail and London Continental Railways, as owners of Waterloo station, are working 

on a masterplan to ensure better access from, and through, the station to Lower Marsh. 

Leake Street, and its adjoining vaults under the station have recently been refurbished and 

proved a popular venue for a range of activities (e.g. The Vaults). 

                                                           
1
 There are two BIDs covering different parts of Waterloo: We Are Waterloo BID and Southbank BID  

http://www.the-vaults.org/
http://wearewaterloo.co.uk/
http://southbankbid.co.uk/
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7. Lower Marsh is a distinct and valued part of Waterloo. Historically it was home to a thriving 

street market but in recent years there has been cause to support the revival of the high 

street. The street has benefited from major investment in public realm improvements. 

Further improvements to its western end at Westminster Bridge Road are planned in 2016.   

8. Its role as a high street has begun to improve. There are fewer retail vacancies. New 

independent shops have opened. The We are Waterloo BID has driven improvements to the 

street market, with new market stalls now providing a range of food and attracting increased 

footfall.  

9. Meanwhile uses can be an effective way of supporting the local economy pending 

redevelopment of sites and existing buildings. Within Lambeth, existing meanwhile project 

examples include Pop Brixton (see case study below) and The Green Room.  

The Site: 114-118 Lower Marsh  

10. 114-118 Lower Marsh is currently a single story prefabricated building with a gross internal 

floor area of 3,600 sq. ft. The building has electricity, central heating and running water. 

11. The building has two current uses, sub-divided internally but sharing access at the front of 

the building, and male and female toilets at the rear.  

 

12. One quarter of the building is used as the ‘Waterloo Job Shop’, operated by South Bank 

Employers Group, assisting local people to find work. It is envisaged that the Waterloo Job 

Shop will remain on site during the meanwhile use period, however exceptional applications 

which utilise the whole building and provide added benefits will be considered.  

 

13. The remainder of the building (approx. 2,000 sq. ft.) is used as a library. The Council is 

relocating this library service by March 2016 and this gives rise to this exciting meanwhile 

space opportunity.  

 

14. From the street, down the side of the building, there is also access to a yard of 

approximately 1,500 sq. ft. This access is shared with the Camel and Artichoke public house. 

This yard also forms part of the meanwhile space opportunity, along with the space 

currently occupied by the library.  

15. A 2 year meanwhile use period is envisaged. The council intends to develop the site over the 

long term to support regeneration in the area.  

Figure 1: Aerial view of 114-188 Lower Marsh 

 
 

http://www.popbrixton.org/
http://coinstreet.org/shop-eat-drink/cafes-restaurants-bars/the-green-room/
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16. 114-118 Lower Marsh is located on the north side of Lower Marsh, near to its 
junction with Lancelot Street. To the rear of the property is Station Approach, 
leading directly into Waterloo Railway Station. The property is located within the 
Lower Marsh Conservation Area. The streetscape is made up of a mix of small 
independent retail units alongside larger secondary retail, such as Iceland and the 
Houseware Toolshop.  
 

17. The property’s close proximity to Waterloo Railway Station (National Rail, 
Northern, Waterloo & City, Jubilee and Bakerloo Lines) makes Lower Marsh a good 
prospect for future commercial growth (growth which has so far been restricted to 
the north and west of the station) and currently offers small and medium-sized 
enterprises (SMEs) the opportunity to lease space close to Central London.  
 

18. Given the presence of the Waterloo Job Shop and shared entrance and facilities, 
consideration will need to be given to how two potentially contrasting uses of the 
building can function effectively. There will be opportunities to engage with the Job 
Shop operators in regards to proposed layouts during pre-arranged site visits.  
 

19. Interested parties should also be aware that the current use class for the building is 
D1. However, during February 2016, the Council intends to submit a planning 
application seeking a flexible permission that could accommodate D1 (social and 
community uses); B1 (office); or A1 (retail) uses. The Council is open to receiving a 
range of EOI proposals within the D1, B1, A1 and use classes.  

Requirements of the brief  

Guidance for interested organisations  

20. In this invitation to Tender the Council is intentionally non-prescriptive about the types of 
proposals that could come forward. We are open to innovative and interesting uses of the 
space.  

21. We are looking for an organisation or group of organisations who are able to design, 
programme and manage the space during the meanwhile period.   
 

22. The successful team would be fully responsible for the site and the activities, including all 
necessary insurances, permissions and licences. The Council expects to receive an income 
from the space during the meanwhile period.  
 

23. In the longer-term, this site will be developed and, the meanwhile activity could seek to help 
develop and test possibilities for the site by trialling or experimenting with new uses and 
activities. Therefore, there is an opportunity to influence the long-term use of the space.  

24. The competition is open to all organisations and groups that are able to submit a tender in 
line with the requirements of this brief. However, the project itself should not be political or 
religious in nature.  
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Case Study – Pop Brixton 

                      
 

One example of existing meanwhile a use activity in the borough is the Pope’s Road Project 
in Brixton, now home to Pop Brixton which opened in May 2015. Located on land owned by 
Lambeth Council, Pop Brixton is a meanwhile project which will run until at least October 
2017 until the land is developed.  

Pop Brixton is a diverse, welcoming and supportive enterprise community located in the 
heart of Brixton with a goal of supporting local jobs, training and enterprise. Pop Brixton is 
home to food and drink vendors, retail outlets, office-based businesses and a community 
radio station.  

The site uses shipping containers to provide units to rent, incorporates community event 
spaces and delivers a greening and local gardening programme; Pop Farm CIC. In late 2015, 
Impact Hub Brixton co-located on the site and provides shared workspace facilities for start-
ups, small businesses and social entrepreneurs.  

Pop Brixton has a total of 55 units, 10 of which are affordable and offered to businesses at 
rents ranging from 20%-50% of the standard market rent. CoPop, a trading co-operative 
made up of 10 entrepreneurs who have taken part in a local ‘Start Your Own Business 
Programme’, are just one of the tenants who benefit from the affordable units on offer.  

All tenants within Pop Brixton are required to ‘give-back’ 1 hour per week through 
volunteering activities in the local community. The community give-back scheme is delivered 
in partnership with The Brixton Pound CIC.   

 

 
Budget and programme 

25. It is expected that the site will be available from the 01st of June 2016 and for 2 years. A 
tenancy agreement, outside of the Landlord and Tenant Act (1954) would be signed with the 
Council, along with a Service Level Agreement to incorporate key elements of the successful 
proposal. 
 

26. Tenders will need to make it clear in their proposals if a financial contribution from the 
Council towards seed funding costs is being sought. If so, the tender will need to detail the 
level of investment requested and how that investment would be spent. Price will be 
included in the evaluation so the less seed funding required, the greater the score against 
price.  
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27. The evaluation criterion encourages self-sufficient projects and business plans to come 
forward. The Council expects to receive income over the 2 year term either through a rent, 
turnover rent or profit share mechanism.  

28. The Council will ring fence income generated by the scheme to support the Council’s officer 
costs towards this project and other potential meanwhile space initiatives.  

29. The business rate liability for the meanwhile space opportunity is £7,276.50 per annum. The 
Council’s discretionary business rates policy is set out here. In order for us to make an 
assessment of the business case, if you are expecting to apply for discretionary rates relief, 
please complete the require application form as part of your tender submission. Bidders 
should note that key requirements (not withstanding further advise on the website) include: 

 The operating company is none profit making (all surplus ring-fenced to the project) 

 No project employee is paid over £60k 

 To seek 100% discretionary rate relief at least 75% of beneficiaries must be from Lambeth 

 Timescales  

30. Tenders should be sent by email to Iago Griffith and Matthew Blades by midday on 14th 
March 2016. Please request for email confirmation of receipt to ensure the email has arrived 
on time. If you are having problems, Iago can be contacted on 020 7926 2656. 
 

 Iago Griffith, Delivery Coordinator, Business Growth and Regeneration 
igriffith2@lambeth.gov.uk  
 

 Matthew Blades, Business & Inward Investment Delivery Lead 
mblades@lambeth.gov.uk 

31. A timetable for the tender and selection process is detailed below:  

Stages  Components  Indicative timescale  

Invitations to tender 
launched  

Intention to let site for meanwhile use 
openly advertised and emailed to 
wide range of groups 

11
th

 February  

First site visit held for interested 
parties 

 

Second site visit held  

 

17
th

 February   

 

 

24
th

 February  

Tender submission deadline  14
th

 March  

Selection Tenders shortlisted  17
th

 March   

Shortlisted candidates interviewed w/c 21
st

 March    

 Successful applicant selected and 
confirmed 

25
th

 March  

Confirmation  Confirmation, tenancy agreement and 
SLA and possible change of use 
application. 

4 weeks (April)   

 

 

 

http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/business-services-rates-and-licensing/business-rates/reduce-your-business-rates-guide#charitable-and-discretionary-relief-
mailto:igriffith2@lambeth.gov.uk
mailto:mblades@lambeth.gov.uk
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Tender information requirements and scoring criteria  

32. Tenders should be no more than 3,000 words, and should cover the following information: 

A Executive summary 

B Description of the proposed meanwhile use  

C Indicative designs and layouts (internal and external), including consideration of the 
current Waterloo Job Shop use and layouts 

D Consideration and understanding of the processes involved relevant to the proposed 
use (e.g. any planning or licensing implications). 

E Benefits to the high street and local economy  

F Financial plan and commercial offer to the Council 

G Track record of the organisation(s) and individuals involved relevant to the proposal 

H Copy of last set of audited accounts (if trading for more than one year)  

 

33. The long-list of proposals received will be reviewed and assessed against the following 
criteria and weighting: 

Overall concept (Scoring weighting: 30%)  

A proposal which animates and activates Lower Marsh and attracts footfall and / or supports 
economic development in the area. It should complement the nature of Lower Marsh i.e.  
independent owned businesses and third sector organisations and be sympathetic to 
Lambeth’s focus on sustainability. The proposed concept takes account of the Waterloo Job 
Shop use and proposes realistic designs and layouts that take account of this use adjacent / 
adjoining the meanwhile space. The tender should demonstrate a good understanding of the 
common factors that typically underpin a successful meanwhile space project, giving 
consideration to the proposed meanwhile use. The evaluation will use a standard scoring 
range of 0 to 5; 0 is poor and 5 is excellent.  
 
Commercial offer and financial considerations (Scoring: 30%)  

Tenders should include a costed business / financial plan, which should be clear about the 
proposed sustainability over the 2-3 year period. The tender should also set out any 
potential up front contributions (e.g. deposit; contribution to building modifications) and any 
proposed Joint Venture arrangements in terms of proposals for rent and / or revenue or 
profit sharing. The tender should also include information on any requested investment in 
the start-up costs for the meanwhile use from the Council e.g. for building modifications.  
Financial stability of the organisation submitting the tender will be considered and a 
statement of financial stability should be included in the tender along with a copy of the 
organisations’ latest audited accounts. The tender should also include an exit strategy, 
including how the site will be left and opportunities for reuse of materials or structures in 
Lambeth and/or elsewhere. The evaluation will use a standard scoring range of 0 to 5; 0 is 
poor and 5 is excellent.  

 
Track record (Scoring weighting: 20%) 

The organisation(s) and individuals involved in the proposal clearly demonstrate a strong 
track record relevant to the proposal. This should be evidenced by case study examples and 
information on the success (commercial and / or socio-economic) of past projects relevant 
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to the proposal. The evaluation will use a standard scoring range of 0 to 5; 0 is poor and 5 is 
excellent.  

 
Contribution to Council employment and enterprise objectives (Scoring weighting: 20%) 

A good degree of certainty can be gained that the proposal will help the Council to deliver its 
employment and enterprise objectives to support local employment and business growth. 
The evaluation will use a standard scoring range of 0 to 5; 0 is poor and 5 is excellent.  

34. Council officers within the Regeneration and Growth, Asset Management, Legal and 
Financial services will be involved in scoring tender proposals. An external representative 
from the Waterloo Strategic Forum will be represented at the interview and final selection 
stage.  
 

35. If we do not receive proposals that take into account all the considerations laid out here and 
the necessary financial sustainability, the Council will not appoint and will reconsider how it 
develops meanwhile activity on the site. 

 

Appendices 

Appendix 1: Site Images  

Appendix 2: Site layouts and floor plans  

Appendix 3: Building condition survey  

 

 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Meanwhile Use at 114-118 Lower Marsh  

Invitation to Tender 

Appendix 1 – Site Images 

 
Image 1: External view of 114-118 Lower Marsh 

 

 

 
Image 2: Shared entrance way to current Library and Job Shop sections 

 

 



 
Image 3: Internal view of current Library space 

 

 

 
Image 4: Yard area  
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ACS - Waterloo Library 
Survey Date    Survey Status Surveyor Mechanical   Surveyor Electrical Surveyor 

A - Waterloo Library 
17/12/2015 Complete Tony  Jones Tony   Jones Tony Jones 

 

 
General Description 

Age  of  Block: Gross  Internal  Area: 341 m² 

Gross  External  Area: 350 m² 

The library consists of a pre-fabricated factory finished single storey building located adjacent to the market on Lower Marsh. The building is used by two parties namely waterloo library and waterloo job 
store. 
The building has a profiled metal sheet roof with a shallow pitch from front to back, while the clad elevations are provided with powder coated aluminium framed windows and entrance doors with double 
glazing and external metal security grilles to windows. 
The building is provided with upvc rainwater goods that run into a gulley to the front of the premises, access was not available to the rear, however a fire exit staircase is located to rear exit door to the 
west side of the property. The main entrance doors are recessed and set back off of the street, all front elevation fenestration is provided with metal roller security shuttering. 

 
The building is split into two uses with the right hand side housing the Waterloo Library, the other half of the building makes up the job shop. Both sides use communal toilets and kitchen areas. The 
internal finishes include suspended ceiling with mineral tiles and an open grid. Internal walls and partitions are decorated and the suspended floor construction is carpet covered. 

 

All fabric elements are generally satisfactory with the exception of identified works. 
 

Electrical Description 

The electrical services are generally satisfactory with exception of identified works. 
The electrical incoming supply enters within kitchen via electric meter and local distribution board and serves general small power distribution throughout. 
Lighting is provided by modular 600x600 twin fluorescent fittings throughout with integral emergency fittings. Additional non maintained emergency fittings are located above exit doors. 
Externally along side and rear of building 2D type fittings are located along perimeter with single emergency bulkhead above rear exit door. 
Security is provided by intruder alarm, CCTV and fire alarm systems throughout. Additionally to front windows and doors there are motorised roller security shutters. 

Mechanical Description 

The mechanical services are generally satisfactory with exception of identified works. 
Hot and cold water services are supplied to toilets and kitchen areas with hot water provided by electric hot water heaters. 
Ducted ventilation is provided to internal store rooms and offices although a number of these systems were found to be faulty. 
Heating throughout is provided by wall mounted electric convector heaters. 

Legal Non-compliance 

 
 

Element Total by Priority 

Comments Score   Element Score   

01 - Roofs B      

1/A/C - Flat Roofs - Covering & Insulation B      

1/A/D - Flat Roofs - Drainage B      

1/A/O - Flat Roofs - Other N/A      

1/A/S - Flat Roofs - Structure B      

1/B/C - Pitched Roofs - Covering & Insulation N/A      

1/B/D - Pitched Roofs - Drainage N/A      

1/B/O - Pitched Roofs - Other N/A      
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1/B/S - Pitched Roofs - Structure N/A      

02 - Floors and stairs B      

02.12 - Other - Miscellaneous N/A      

02.16 - Upper Floors - Other N/A      

02.17 - Upper Floors - Screed & Finish N/A      

02.18 - Upper Floors - Structure N/A      

2/A/A - Ground Floor - Structure B      

2/A/B - Ground Floor - Screed & Finish B      

2/A/C - Ground Floor - Other N/A      

2/C/A - Staircases - Structure N/A      

2/C/B - Staircases - Treads & Risers N/A      

2/C/C - Staircases - Soffit Finish N/A      

03 - Ceilings B      

03.20 - Ceilings - Upper Floors N/A      

3/A/A - Ceilings - Ground B      

04 - External walls windows and doors B      

04.22 - External walls - External Lining/Finishes B      

4/A/E - External walls - Internal Linings/Finishes B      

4/A/S - External walls - Structure B      

4/B/F - External windows and doors - Framing B      

4/B/G - External windows and doors - Glazing B      

4/B/I - External windows and doors - Ironmongery B      

05 - Internal walls and doors B      

5 - Internal Windows and Doors B      

5/A/L - Walls and Partitions - Linings/Finishes B      

5/A/S - Walls and Partitions - Structure B      

5/B/F - Doors and Glazed Screens - Framing N/A      

5/B/G - Doors and Glazed Screens - Glazing N/A      

5/B/I - Doors and Glazed Screens - Ironmongery N/A      

06 - Sanitary services B      

6/A/F - Toilets - Fittings B      

6/A/W - Toilets - Waste Plumbing B      

6/B/F - Kitchens - Fittings B      

6/B/W - Kitchens - Waste Plumbing B      

07 - Mechanical services B      

07.37 - Air Conditioning - Plant N/A      

07.38 - Gas distribution - Gas Distribution N/A      
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07.39 - Gas distribution - Other N/A       
07.40 - Heat Source & Equipment - Boilers N/A      

07.41 - Heat Source & Equipment - Heat emitters B      Electric convectors 

07.42 - Heat Source & Equipment - Insulation N/A       
07.43 - Heat Source and Equipment - Other N/A       
07.44 - Heating - Controls N/A       
07.45 - Heating - Distribution N/A       
07.46 - Hot & Cold Water - Distribution B       
07.47 - Hot & Cold Water - Other N/A       
07.48 - Hot & Cold Water - Storage Tanks & Equipment B       
07.49 - Other - Asbestos N/A       
07.50 - Other - Energy management N/A       
07.51 - Other - Miscellaneous N/A       
07.52 - Other - Routine Servicing N/A       
07.53 - Other - Swimming pool plant N/A       
07.54 - Ventilation C       
07.55 - Ventilation - Ventilation N/A       
07.56 - Other - Fire Fighting Systems N/A       
07.56 - Other - Fire Fighting Systems N/A       
07.56 - Other - Fire Fighting Systems N/A       
07.56 - Other - Fire Fighting Systems N/A       
07.56 - Other - Compressed Air Systems N/A       
07.56 - Other - Water treatment Plant N/A       
07.56 - Other - Catering Equipment N/A       
07.57 - Lightning Protection - Fittings N/A       
08 - Electrical services B       
08.56 - Communication systems - Fittings N/A       
08.57 - Control Gear - Control Gear N/A       
08.58 - Fire Alarms - Fire Alarms B       
08.59 - Intruder Alarms - Intruder Alarms B       
08.60 - Lifts & Hoists - Lifts N/A       
08.61 - Lighting - Fittings B       
08.62 - Lighting - Wiring B       
08.63 - Lighting - Wiring or Control Gear N/A       
08.64 - Lightning Protection - Fittings N/A       
08.65 - Other - Miscellaneous N/A       
08.66 - Other - Routine Servicing N/A       
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08.67 - Power - Fittings B      

08.68 - Power - Wiring B      

09 - Redecorations B      

09.69 - Redecorations - External N/A      

09.70 - Redecorations - Internal B      

10 - Fixed furniture and fittings B      

01 - Teaching N/A      

02 - Non Teaching N/A      

10.71 - Non-Teaching - Kitchen B      

10.72 - Non-Teaching - Other N/A      

10.73 - Teaching - Other N/A      

10.74 - Teaching - Science N/A      

10.75 - Teaching - Technology N/A      

10.76 - Passenger Lift N/A      

10.77 - General N/A      

10.78 - Dumb Waiter N/A      

11 - External areas B      

11.78 - Mains Service - Mains (External) Services N/A      

11.79 - Other - Other Ext areas N/A      

11.81 - Paths & Pedestrian Paved Areas - Paving N/A      

11.82 - Roads & Car Parks or Playgrounds - Carpark N/A      

11.83 - Roads & Car Parks or Playgrounds - Playgrounds N/A      

11.84 - Soft Landscaping N/A      

11.85 - Soft Landscaping - Other N/A      

11.86 - Soft Landscaping - Playsurface N/A      

11.87 - Soft Landscaping - Walkways N/A      

11.88 - Walls, Fences & Gates B      

11/F/A - Ancillary Premises - N/A      

11/G/A - Outdoor Swimming Pools - All types swimming pool N/A      

11/H/A - Drainage - Drainage B      

12 - Playing fields N/A      

13 - Non-standard elements N/A      

14 - Sundry Items N/A      

15 - Planned Maintenance N/A      
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Sub-Element Item C/P  Location Defect/Remedy Space IW Counter 

Backlog Maintenance Work 
     

Element   01 - Roofs      

Flat Roofs - Covering &    Metal sheeting C2  Roof reported leaking at front corner of Defect: Roof leaking staining ceiling tiles. 0/005 IW22839 
Insulation  job store office. Remedy: Although roof not accessed at time of inspection,  Draft 

   investigation is required to identify extent of problem and carry   
   out repairs.   

Element   02 - Floors and stairs      

Ground Floor - Suspended Timber C3  External front entrance floor decking. Defect: In need of cyclical treatment.  IW22844 
Structure floor   Remedy: Treat decking with timber preservative.  Draft 

Element   03 - Ceilings      

Ceilings - Ground Suspended / access C3  Rooms 004, 005, 007, 008, 010 & 012 Defect: 11 off damaged or stained suspended ceiling tiles. IW22836 

     Remedy: Replace ceiling tiles with new. Draft 

Element   04 - External walls windows and doors 

External windows and 
doors - Framing 

Miscellaneous C3  External security grilles to Windows. Defect: Grilles showing signs of corrosion. 
Remedy: Recommend redecorating grilles. 

IW22847 

Draft 
 

 

Element   05 - Internal walls and doors 

Internal Windows and Miscellaneous C3  Base of door to job store. Defect: Door split around floor catch. 0/005 IW22845 
Doors Repairs    Remedy: Door to be repaired.  Draft 

Element   07 - Mechanical services 

Ventilation - Mechanical 
Ventilation 

D3  Above ceiling duct mounted extract 
fan. 

Defect: Wall mounted fan and controls do not appear to be 
working. 
Remedy: Recommend replacing fan with controls. 

0/007 IW22835 

Draft 

Mechanical 
Ventilation 

D3  High level wall extract fan. Defect: Extract fan not working. 
Remedy: Replace wall extract fan. 

0/004 IW22841 

Draft 

Mechanical 
Ventilation 

D3  Above ceiling ducted extract fan. Defect: Either fan or controller is not working. 
Remedy: Recommend replacing fan and controller. 

0/009 IW22842 

Draft 

Element   08 - Electrical services 

Intruder Alarms - 
Intruder Alarms 

Intruder alarm 
systems 

C3  Alarm panel junction box above 
cabinet. 

Defect: Exposed connector box susceptible to impact damage. 
Remedy: Fit new cover plate. 

0/008 IW22843 

Draft 

Power - Fittings        
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Sub-Element Item C/P  Location Defect/Remedy Space IW Counter 

Space Heaters D3  High level electric fan heater. Defect: Heater not working. 0/003 IW22840 

    Remedy: Replace faulty heater with new.  Draft 

Power - Wiring Submain distribution C2  Job store wall dado trunking. Defect: Exposed data and power wiring within trunking. 0/005 IW22838 
system    Remedy: Replace missing corner section of trunking lid.  Draft 

Element   09 - Redecorations       

Redecorations - Internal   Paint Walls C3  All rooms within library and job store. Defect: Walls marked scuffed and stained to various levels  IW22837 

    particularly front entrance lobby and kitchen areas all require  Draft 

    cyclical redecoration.   
    Remedy: Cyclical redecoration to be undertaken throughout in   
    year 2.   

Element   11 - External areas       

Walls, Fences & Gates -  Perimeter fencing / C3  Rear security fencing. Defect: Padlock missing to rear security fencing access  IW22846 
walls section. 

Remedy: Clear rubble from floor and replace padlock to fence. 
Draft 

 
 


